Cohort 2

Key Graphic Recordings
COHORT TWO VISION RESONANCE

INTERCONNECTED/INDEPENDENCE
- "We as inclusive of oppressed - men's" - yes?
- Weaving together - intergenerational - intersection
- Naming oppressed groups

LOVE
- WHERE do we get to do that work?
- HOW do we get there?
- Trust - critical canvas based on LOVE

WORLD w/out VIOLENCE against GIRLS; WOMEN
- Is possible
- Women are SAFE?
- VALUED in all ways, all places

VALUES/ROOTS
- Visual hopeful even in the face of resistance

STRUCTURAL/INSTITUTIONAL change
- Who is "we"?
- Individuals/institutions?
- Leadership shift

PROACTIVE
- Engage others to allies
- Include analysis of POWER
- Get in front of the violence
- Men have to be part of this in an intricate, structural way

PROACTIVE
- Building agency of most vulnerable
- Measure of our success
- Named in vision/mission
- Human dignity
- Survivor leadership

VISION
- Boldness of the long statement
- Pivots important
- Process of building vision which makes powerful then looking at it?
- ALL girls, women good shift in language

HIGHEST POINTS of RESONANCE
- BUILDING agency of MOST VULNERABLE
- Intersections
- MULTIPLE ENTRY POINTS
- DEEPLY ROOTED structures of INEQUITY
- INCLUSIVE LANGUAGE describing OPPRESSIONS
- OPENNESS
ESSENTIAL MOVEMENT CONVERSATIONS

VIOLENCE

NEW DEFINITION

ROOT CAUSE

VIOLANCE vs INTEGRITY

VIOLENCE: Beyond physical, verbal, emotional to include:
- Poverty
- Misogyny
- Lack of Agency
- Exploitation of Resources
- Accessing Resources
- Racism

INTERPERSONAL vs STRUCTURAL

TERMS & STRATEGIC COMMUNICATIONS

VIOLENCE vs ABUSE

POWER & CONTROL (power wheel)
- Verbal
- Psychological

GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE vs GIRLS & WOMEN

DISPROPORTIONAL IMPACT ON GIRLS & WOMEN

NEED INTERPERSONAL vs EXTERNAL FRAMING

NEED INTERNAL vs EXTERNAL FUNDING

COMPETITIVE vs COLLABORATIVE FUNDING

ALL WOMEN & GIRLS

INTERSECTIONAL APPROACH

MOVEMENT STRATEGY

Dependent on engaging ALL MEN & BOYS

TRANS WOMEN are often NOT included in definition of ALL WOMEN & GIRLS

DEFINITION OF VIOLENCE

Expanded def. of violence includes: physical, emotional, sexual, economic, environmental, psychological, access to healthcare

DEFINITION OF GENDER

SOCIO-POLITICAL vs BIOLOGICAL

IMPACTS ON DATA WORK

INTERNAL vs EXTERNAL DEFINITIONS

HOW GENDER IS DEFINED DEPENDS ON CONTEXT

MOVEMENT TO OVERTHROW PATRIARCHY?

WHAT IS THE WHY OF THE NHO AND THE "WHAT"?

WHY: What are we FOR binds a movement together

NEED ALIGNMENT with what we’re FOR

COMMUNITY at the CENTER

ACCOUNTABILITY and COMMUNITY

ACTORS

ACCOUNTABILITY

STRATEGIES

TRANSFORMATIVE

CURRENT

HOPE

BUILDING THE MOVEMENT

QUALITIES

Survivors as natural leader but often silent until ID is such that

UNDOCUMENTED - how to support work feel

STRATEGIES

SYSTEMIC MISEVALUATION matters, who does what, roles within institutions?

UNDOCUMENTED - how to support work feel

STRATEGIES

LOCAL TO GLOBAL
OUR VISIONS...

ENGAGING MEN
- Connecting to ancestors' cultural strength
- Making invisible visible
  - Strong movement
  - Access
  - Privilege
  - Talk about women's bodies shifted

SHifting and transformation of men as leaders in the movement

ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AT CENTER OF MOVEMENT
- Economic stability as a root cause
  - Female leadership
  - Critical mass of women in power
  - Pentagon, peacekeeping forces

COMPASSIONATE COMMUNITIES
- Changed role/image of females
  - Working with younger people (8 and up)
  - Female majority in Congress

NEW AMERICA
- End sexual violence in prisons
  - seamless and safe resettlement
  - Global shift in women's safety

WEAVE together different elements of addressing oppression
- Immigration redefined
  - Exercise of profound political power

SPEAK OUT AND ACT
Cohort 2

Our Beginning

Shifting to BE TOGETHER in a different way...

Radical LOVE and Centering Race

We had to practice this OVER and OVER to build up the MUSCLE MEMORY

Actualizing Change

There is a THRU LINE

Embodied Practice

Space, Slowing Down, Physical Practice, Breath

Equity versus Diversity

Calling on White to Racial Justice

Radical Collaboration

What does it look like?

CENTERING RACE and Solidarity Political Action

We Can't Keep Speaking About It, and Keep Uncomfortable.

Radical Love

Intimacy of Radical Oppression

Embracing different Roles

CENTERING RACE

Studies and Cross Cultural Stewardship

Racial and Liberation is a Pillar

Race Equity and Liberation

Bringing to the Center

Outcome

Who's at the Table?

Who's faculty inside?